
ANNUAL COMPETITION RULES 

 

1. All prints and digital images entered must have been taken within the last 3 years and be the original work 
of the competitor, who must be a current member of the club, however, colour prints may be trade or 
home produced. 

2. Computer manipulated images (colour or mono) shall be permitted in all sections provided that the work 
be based on photographic images which are the original work of the competitor. 

3. An entry of two images per competitor shall be permitted in any class subject to a maximum entry per 
competitor of 8 prints and 8 digital images.  However, as judges can only give reasonable comment on a 
maximum of 100 prints/images in one evening, competitors entering more than 6 digital images should 
indicate which 1 or 2 images might be withdrawn by the Competitions Secretary in the event of the total 
number of entries exceeding 100.  All prints entered will be judged. 

4. A fee of 50p must be paid at the time of entry for each print and for each digital image irrespective of size.  
If a digital image is withdrawn by the Competitions Secretary the entry fee will be refunded. 

5. No print or digital image shall be entered which has previously won an award in an annual competition. 

6. For Class 6 - A creative image is defined as one which conveys an idea but differs from reality in an 
obvious way i.e. it would not be seen in reality in the form presented.  Mere conversion to black and 
white, altering the colour or colour popping does not fall within this definition. 

7. If a print or digital image is entered in more than one class, duplicates must be submitted and the 
entrance fee of 50p paid for each. 

8. PRINTS 

a. On the back of each mount should be marked in pencil the title of the print, the class number and 
your competition number (overleaf).  The title may also be placed on the front.  Mounts should be 
of board or thick card and no larger than 500 x 400mm.  Glass mounted prints are not acceptable. 

b. Competitors in Class 3 Nature and Class 4 Architectural record may place on the front of each 
mount such matters as may be absolutely necessary to describe the subject.  More than one print 
relating to the same subject may be on the mount and an entrance fee of 50p per mount shall be 
charged. 

9. DIGITAL IMAGES 

Entries should be at a resolution of 96 PPI, maximum width 1400 pixels and maximum height 1050 pixels 
and saved in Jpeg format at maximum 12.  Each image (file) should be submitted with an identifier 
comprising of your competition number, your code letters, the title of the image and the class number.  
Entries should be submitted on-line, on a CD or on a USB key (flash) drive.  If submitting on-line, the 
entry fee should be paid by the closing date or the images will not be judged.  NB:  The Competitions 
Secretary has more details if required.  Please inform him of the code letters you intend to use if these 
have not already been recorded. 

For example:  If your competition number was 88 and your name was John David Smith, then your entry 
called Sunny Day in the Pictorial (class 7)  would be 88_JDS_Sunny_Day_7 

10.  All entries are submitted at the owner’s risk and no claim for loss or damage shall be made against the 
club. 

11.  All prints and digital images shall be judged for the class in which they are entered. 

12.  If at the discretion of the judge the winning entry in any class does not warrant a diploma (20/20) he/she 
may award a certificate of merit or withhold any award. 

13.  The entry of a print or digital image shall be regarded as a declaration that it is eligible under these rules 
with which the competitor agrees. 

 



 
 

ANNUAL COMPETITION CLASSES 
 
 

 

PRINT CLASSES 
 

1. Pictorial 
2. Portrait and figure studies (human only) 
3. Nature (all fauna and flora) 
4. Architectural record 
5. Sport and action 
6. Creative 

 
All prints, mono-colour-digital to compete in the above classes 
 
 
CLASSES FOR DIGITAL IMAGES 
 

7. Pictorial 
8. Portrait and figure studies (human only) 
9. Nature (all fauna and flora) 
10. Architectural record 
11. Sport and action 
12. Open (entrants must not have won or received a placing in any class in the 

 Society’s previous annual competitions). 
 

 
 

CLOSING DATE FOR ALL ENTRIES IS 
FEBRUARY 11

TH
 2015. 

LATE ENTRIES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
 


